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Want to see your 
work in Debate?

Debate is nothing without its contributors. Whether it’s poetry, hard-
hitting journalism, or some good old shitposting you want to share, 

come hit us up. We might even chuck some $$$ your way to help fund 
those text books you can no longer afford because you spent all your 

course related cost money during O-week. Shhh we won’t tell. 

Get in touch at debate@aut.ac.nz

Kia Ora e hoa mā, 

When I walked into my first week of 
uni I was ready to turn into a hot bitch 
who read good books and dropped her 
former overachieving band kid roots. 
And while university was a great place 
for me to discover who I wanted to be, 
and where my interests were, it wasn’t 
something that happened overnight. 
When I first moved into my university 
halls, I was convinced that everyone 
on my floor would become my 
lifelong besties. But after a few nights 
drinking in the halls and a few trips 
to town together, I realised that these 
friendships were surface level at best. 

I was confused because I had hyped 
up this phase of my life so much. I had 
moved cities and I was ready to indulge 
in what was meant to be “the best 
years of my life.” But everything felt so 

performative. I felt a need to validate my 
experiences as being fun, even when 
I found them to be mentally taxing. 
My Instagram was a complete facade, 
flourishing with pictures of myself and 
new floor friends, that I didn’t forget to 
mention to home friends that “I couldn’t 
live without.” 

O-week is a great time, there are heaps 
of new opportunities and a whole 
bunch of new people to meet. But try to 
refrain from placing such an immense 
amount of pressure on these first few 
weeks. One of my earliest memories of 
university is rocking up to a dingy bar 
with a couple of girls I had just met in 
Halls. All five of us sang our hearts out 
to the Goo Goo Dolls (weird choice, 
okay), and as we stumbled back home 
we told each other how much we 
loved each other, and how this was the 
beginning of our new girl gang. 

We never hung out again, and 
proceeded to exchange half smiles at 
each other for the remaining year in the 
dining room. 

With that being said, university is great. 
I met some of my favourite people here, 
and learnt so much about not only who 
I am but who I want to be in the long 
haul. You’ll experience a whirlwind of 
emotions and learn a thing or two about 
jazzing up a bowl of mi goreng. 

Lastly, whether you're a first year or a “I 
would rather not say” year, I want you 
to know that Debate is your fortnightly 
student magazine. We’re here to 
represent student concern and report 
on matters that impact the student body. 
Last year, when Debate spoke to our 
Vice Chancellor Derek McCormack, we 
asked whether the largest stakeholders 
of AUT were the students (umm the 
answer is yes, you really scored a D on 
that one Derek), in which he responded 
“at the end of the day AUT is a business.” 
AUT is a money-making entity that uses 
our student fees as leverage for their 
wider business plans. Sure, in return 
we get an education, but that doesn’t 
mean our voice should be neglected and 
forgotten in decision making processes.

Debate is editorially independent, 
which basically means we can spill the 
truth without AUT or AUTSA firing us 
for keeping it real. If you would like to 
contribute to our magazine or have a lil 
chat feel free to email me at 
rzhong@aut.ac.nz

Ngā mihi,  
Rebecca 

From the Editor
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Malo e lelei everybody!

Ko hoku hingoa ko Sisifa Lui. If you haven’t 
figured, my name is Sisifa and I’m the 
AUTSA President for 2020-2021. To those 
of you who will be returning as well as 
joining us for the first time, welcome to 
our concrete jungle home. I am thrilled 
to have you guys at Homebase amongst 
all the fun - whether it be checking out 
your new class streams, scoping the best 
hideout places for some downtime in WG 
or making sure you’ve got your ticket for 
an O-Week filthy line-up. I’m going to be 
super honest here, I didn’t follow through 
and attend any of the O-Week events, let 
alone some of my orientation programmes. 
To say the least, I missed out. Big time. 
For a young school leaver like me who 
came from a small school in Central 
Auckland, I found the first few weeks a 
bit overwhelming because I didn’t expose 

myself to the opportunities in that first 
initial two weeks to familiarise myself with 
the environment. 

After the first couple of weeks, I found 
that a lot of students in my class had built 
relationships and networks from O-Week 
that would make things like getting into 
study groups that much easier. I remember 
walking around for 20 minutes looking for 
a place to study and once I did, it turned 
out the WIFI plays up around that area. 
Clearly, I missed out on the survival guide 
tour for some of those juicy and helpful 
facts like where not to go when you need 
WIFI to study. If there are any student 
hacks I’ll be dishing for free here, it’ll be to 
make the most of the O-Week events. But 
don’t worry if you fall into the same pool 
of beginner’s lessons as me. University 
is a huge journey for all of us and it’s got 
different levels and personalities to it. 

Nevertheless, I’d encourage each one of 
you to have a taste of what uni life has to 
offer. You never know, you may discover 
more about yourself than what’s in your 
expensive textbook. In saying that, yes, I 
also encourage y’all to make sure you have 
your textbooks and materials ready for you 
to absolutely smash that degree. 

If at any point in your study you feel you’re 
alone in this journey, AUTSA (your voice 
at AUT) are here to remind you that we’ve 
got you. We’re here online as well as on 
all campuses so feel free to swing by if it's 
urgent or for simple banter. Like I said, we 
got you.

I don’t have the best one-liners to send 
you off with but hey, it's 2021. What could 
happen besides a bit of madness as well 
as fun? Here’s to a new beginning with 
you all.

Letter from the President
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Who to Blame
We’re Debate. Well what we have of Debate so far, we’re still waiting for AUTSA to put up a listing so we can hire 
some news writers (angry reacts only please). If you’re interested in writing for us, send an email to our editor 
rzhong@aut.ac.nz). We’re in charge of producing your fortnightly student mag, calling out AUT and AUTSA and 
keeping you entertained. Last year AUT got angry at us for basically telling them that they should try harder at a 
lot of things. All we can really say to AUT is don’t point fingers if your hands are dirty x. 

Anyway, we thought we would introduce ourselves nice and early. 
Put a face to the name before y’all get too angry at us. 

Rebecca Zhong 
Editor

Here to ruin my reputation for student 

media (for the second year). 

Ramina Rai
Designer

Hi, I’m Ramina! I’m the graphic designer 
here at Debate mag, so I’m in charge of 
making this magazine in your hot little 
hands look kinda nice. I also contribute 
a few drawings here and there. When 
I’m not designing the mag, you’ll find 
me eating (food is my life’s greatest 
passion), patting cats (I have a kitten 
called Pepp), oh, and growing a lil 
baby in ma tum! I’ll be heading off on 
parental leave in April so come Issue 
4 there’ll be a sparkly new designer 
sitting in my chair – please pretend to 
miss me.

Yi Jong
Illustrator

Hi! My name is Yi and I’m Debate’s 
cover and interior artist. I am a 
freelance illustrator and I specialise in 
gaming art and editorial work. I enjoy 
reading and gaming in my spare time, 
hence my areas of specialisation in 
illustration being particularly apt. I also 
enjoy long hikes in the mountains, and 
New Zealand’s gorgeous landscape has 
been particularly inspirational in terms 
of its beauty and vastness. I am happy 
to be back with the Debate team again 
this year and I hope to be able  to 
provide you  all with some enjoyable 
pieces to look at while you read the 
magazine.

Note from the editor: Please don’t blame Yi, 

she just draws what we tell her to. 

Alana McConnell 
Feature Writer

I like to write about things that I care 
about, usually attempting to break 
stigma or put into words unsaid feelings 
or experiences. I cover topics like 
harm reduction and drugs, feminism, 
sex and relationships, philosophy and 
pop culture! You can usually find me 
wandering around the Grey Lynn park 
listening to Phoebe Bridgers and heavy 
podcasts, or trekking to outer Auckland 
suburbs to rummage through the racks 
at the Hospice shops. 

Andrew Broadley
Editorial Assistant

If a page needs filling I’m always 
there to provide stupid listicles about 
pigeons, or Denny’s or who knows, 
maybe what type of bread you are. After 
the demise and somewhat sad return of 
Bauer Media in 2020, no substandard 
boomer magazine will hire me. If you 
want to see less of me, then email us 
and contribute, that way I can help edit 
something of merit to disguise my own 
shortcomings. I mean, it’s all in the job 
title really, assistant, I basically get the 
coffees.

Nam Woon Kim
Social Media Manager

Kia ora! I’m the social media person for 
Debate this year, which means I spend 
all day looking for the best tiktoks and 
tweets that get reposted to Instagram. 
I’m a big fan of Charli XCX and if you 
follow our page you will be too! When 
I’m not preaching from the good book 
of Charli I like watching riveting movies 
through some dude off Discord’s 
Criterion account. I’d also like to add 
that I’m looking for the clip-on sunnies 
from my pic so if you spot them please 
let me know!
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Foodies of Auckland
Unlike you all, I deprived myself of quality 
cuisine and decided to study in Wellington 
where the only eatery that spoke to me 
on a spiritual level was KC (IYKYK). After 
having countless white boys in my English 
lit class recommend substandard dan 
dan noodle joints I threw in my towel  and 
decided to become vegan. In hindsight this 
decision was made far too easy…because, 
well, food is kinda mediocre outside of 
Auckland.

Hey, you can attack Auckland on pretty 
much every front: the shit housing, the 
overwhelming stench of privilege and 
the beaches that leave you questionably 
rashy. BUT…is it insensitive for me to say 
that the food here  is the only silver lining 
(definitely yes)? Shamefully I must admit 
that I am no longer vegan. As much as I 
like to think that my keep cup attachment 
issues translate into me caring about the 
environment, I’m nothing short of a fraud. 
The very moment I tried Shaolin Kung Fu’s 
cleaver cut noodles, I knew it was all over. 

The recommendation of Shaolin Kung 
Fu noodles came to me via IG. The exact 
account I can’t remember. But negligence 
aside, I owe them my first child. The 

world of IG has completely changed the 
game for the local food scene. It’s given 
applause to some of the trendiest eateries 
around town, while also making sure we 
don’t forget about those more humble 
spots that always taste like a hug. So 
with that in mind, here are some of the 
most entertaining food reviewers we have 
around town.

@Eatlitfood
 
He probably doesn’t need an introduction, 
but I’m willing to give one simply because 
he introduced me to Xi’an noodles. 
@Eatlitfood is unquestionably the most 
popular food reviewer around town. He’s 
brutally honest, and if I’m forking out my 
course related costs on food, I best be not 
led astray. 

@Spag_bol_101

Around New Year @spag_bol_101 
expressed that she couldn’t be more 
stoked that Christmas was over because 
that meant she didn’t have to look at 
another dry turkey or ham for a year. And 
to be honest, that moment was pretty 

defining in how much I could trust her. 
@spag_bol_101's IG is filled with no 
nonsense food sprinkled with a borderline 
unhealthy obsession with mayonnaise. 

@Food.review.nz

Joyce, otherwise known as 
@food.review.nz has a really pretty feed. 
At times it makes me a little bit nervous 
because I’m sure that perfect placement 
means her food is already cold by the time 
she feasts. Her feed speaks for itself so go 
have a look yourself. 

@daddy_i_dont_rate_it 

To be honest, this one is just a guilty 
pleasure. Al Brown is a restaurateur like 
no other, Federal Delicatessen is reason 
enough to move to Auckland. 
@daddy_I_dont_rate_it is an account run 
by Al Brown’s daughter and it’s just good 
content. While you can’t get any of this 
food around town, it’s interesting to get 
a peep into what one of Auckland’s most 
popular chef cooks in the comfort of his 
own home.

What's on

Auckland Lantern 
Festival 

Where: Captain Cook Wharf 
When: 4-7th March 
What: Celebrate Chinese New Year and 
the Year of the Ox at the 2021 Auckland 
Lantern Festival. Enjoy hundreds of 
elaborate handmade Chinese lanterns on 
display, cultural song, music and dance 
performances, craft demonstrations, retail 
and food stalls, and a firework display. 
Cost: Free entry

Movies in Parks 

Where: Region wide, Auckland 
When: Now till 27th March 
What: Feel like a FREE movie under the 
stars? The 19th series of Movies in Parks 
returns this summer with a smaller, budget 
conscious showing. Fourteen movies will 
screen in Auckland Council parks from 
February to March 2021 – so bring friends 
and whānau for another magical season. 
Cost: Free 

 

Fortune on Fed

Where: Federal Street 
When: Every week Thursday - Saturday 
What: Fortune on Fed - the newest craft 
beer bar bringing the Fortune Favours 
brewery in Wellington to the hustle and 
bustle of SkyCity Auckland's Federal 
Street. Enjoy a range of top craft beers 
fresh from the tap, with all drinks at $10 
a glass, including craft beer by the tap, 
spirits from the well with mixers, and your 
favourite wines.
Cost: $10 a drink 

Auckland Fringe 
Festival

Where: Various locations in Auckland
When: Now till 6th March 
What: Fringe is all about inclusivity, 
celebration of otherness and having a 
dang good time.
From main-stage to backyards, Fringe is 
here to showcase the best of Auckland’s 
incredible arts scene and offer up some 
of Auckland’s most outrageous and 
unique events with theatre, comedy, 
dance, music and everything in between.
Cost: Varies

Auckland Plant 
Market

Where: Smales Farm
When:  21st March
What: The Auckland Plant Market is back 
for round three - bigger and more lush than 
ever! The Auckland Plant Market is where 
you’ll find all your plants and plant related 
products in one spot!
Cost: Free entry

Auckland Craft Beer 
and Food Festival 

Where: Spark Arena
When: 27th March 
What: From the team behind the iconic 
Dunedin Craft Beer and Food Festival 
and led by brewery partners Behemoth 
Brewing Company and Emerson’s Brewery, 
the event will bring together more than 50 
breweries across Spark Arena’s indoor and 
outdoor areas alongside artisan food & 
beverage vendors.
Cost: $45-$90
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By Alana McConnell | Illustration by Ramina Rai

Over the summer, pill testing at New Zealand’s 
festivals was made legal after the Labour 
government rushed legislation through parliament. 
With an unprecedented level of synthetic cathinones 
found in MDMA this season, Alana McConnell 
investigates why AUTSA has only chosen to look into 
drug testing one month out from O-Week. 

We are facing a major paradigm shift in Aotearoa when it 
comes to drug checking and harm reduction. History was 
made mere months ago in New Zealand when the government 
legalised pill testing just in time for the chockablocked festival 
season, in an attempt to reduce harm and all the nasty effects 
of unknown substances. But we all know that drug use isn’t 
exclusive to  summer festivals, and the question being asked 
now is whether university student associations like AUTSA 
will step up to the plate to implement harm reduction like pill 
testing at O-Week events. 

Drug testing in New Zealand used to be in a legal grey area. 
Community organisation KnowYourStuffNZ could come to 
festivals at the organiser's invitation, being unable to handle 
the substances themselves, and keeping faith that police would 
use their discretion and not disrupt the service. Festivals invited 
KnowYourStuffNZ at their own risk, keeping in mind at the time 
it was a crime under Section 12 of the Misuse of Drugs Act to 
knowingly provide a venue for taking illicit drugs. It wasn’t just 
at festivals that KYSNZ provided drug checking. During the 
2019 Otago O-Week, OUSA organised drug testing in a humble 
car park under a tent, where thousands of students could gain 
important information about what they would potentially be 

taking. A university spokesperson at the time claimed they did 
not endorse the use of illegal drugs or the drug testing initiative 
itself, but they also did not interfere with the drug testing. 

Time after time, it’s been proven that a harm reduction 
approach to drugs is strikingly more effective than the 
hardlined “zero tolerance” approach enforced by the “War 
on Drugs”, which has failed consistently and resulted in more 
harm than the actual drugs. In its purest form, harm reduction 
accepts that people will do drugs regardless of legality and 
restrictions, and there are a number of ways to reduce the 
harm associated with drug use, whether it be providing needle 
exchange programs, pill testing at festivals, peer support 
programs, overdose prevention services, or supervised 
consumption services. MDMA is the drug of choice for most 
recreational drug users in New Zealand, but this past testing 
season has found that the majority of what was assumed to 
be MDMA is actually eutylone, a pretty nasty stimulant in the 
synthetic cathinone family. The side effects include insomnia, 
anxiety, and hallucinations. 

The demand for KYSNZ has skyrocketed in the past few 
months no doubt due to the law change and in the spike 
in synthetic drugs. This has meant the small grassroots 
organisation is struggling to keep up, due to limited resources 
and funding. VUWSA and OUSA, Victoria and Otago's 
respective student associations, have just recently announced 
they will be using KYSNZ’s services at their O-Week, so why 
isn’t AUT also following suit, with one of the largest student 
populations in the country? If the wellbeing of students is at the 
core of AUTSA, it seems like a no brainer that harm reduction 
would play a huge role in the wellbeing of students at O-Week 
events. 

O-Week Drug Testing
What’s AUT doing?
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Simon Bell is the general manager 
for AUTSA, and we met with him first 
on the 4th of February, around the 
beginning stages of the article writing 
to see what AUTSA’s stance was, and 
if they were making any moves at all in 
regards to O-Week and drug testing. We 
were told that there had been “robust 
conversations surrounding the event's 
risk” but this answer didn't indicate 
what specific plans were set up. More 
importantly, Simon stated that AUTSA 
had not been in contact with the 
university asking about the use of drug 
testing at the O-Week events. 

When asked why AUTSA was yet to 
start the conversation with AUT on 
drug testing, Simon suggested that the 
association was aware that if reservation 
was met by the university they would 
need a strong case and plan by their 
side. However, considering the student 
association had already had ‘robust’ 
conversations surrounding the issue, 
you would imagine a case and plan 
would have already been established 
before approaching the university. So it 
appeared that there had been no moves 
made to even do the bare minimum 

of inquiry into what harm reduction 
measures could be in place at O-Week. 
This was concerning given that AUTSA 
were one month out of the event at this 
point. When we asked Mia Kingsley-
Smith, an organiser to the music festival 
‘Welcome to Nowhere,' she stated that 
organising drug testing often starts at 
the very beginning of an event planning 
process, based on an understanding that 
resources and spectrometers are limited 
and need to be secured early. 

A week passed, and we organised an 
official interview with Simon on the 
11th of February, to follow up on our 
informal discussion. A few things had 
changed, namely that AUTSA had now 
begun talking and meeting to discuss 
implementing harm reduction resources 
at O-Week. AUTSA began contacting 
three organisations on the 9th of 
February for the event, including High 
Alert and KYSNZ. Simon claimed this 
outreach began due to student concern 
for drug testing, based off of evidence 
of a student focus group. Simon also 
mentioned that AUTSA posed the idea of 
drug testing to AUT and they came back 
with support for the testing. At this point 
AUTSA had not even sourced or been in 
contact with a drug testing group. So, the 
earlier claim made by AUTSA that they 
would need a strong case and plan by 
their side when meeting with AUT seems 
almost redundant. We have a suspicion 
that no movement at all would be made 
with AUTSA seeking out harm reduction 
if Debate Magazine hadn’t expressed 
concern and investigated the matter.  

We soon found out that on the 2nd of 
December of last year, the early warning 
system for dangerous drugs, High 
Alert, had gotten in touch with AUTSA 
to make them aware of their services 
and to offer the chance to collaborate 
and have a presence around the AUT 
campus. This email was not responded 
to by AUTSA, and only acknowledged 
on the 9th of February after Debate had 
these discussions with AUTSA. The 
conversation ideally would have started 
in December, with harm reduction groups 
like High Alert. being involved in the 
event planning process from the start, 
like many other universities had done. 
When AUTSA eventually got back to 
‘High Alert the organisation responded 
by saying that they were unable to 
provide support on such late notice as 
they had already confirmed their O-Week 
schedule. 
 
I decided a few years ago to volunteer 
for KnowYourStuffNZ, motivated by my 
own challenging drug experience at the 
age of 18, in which my ignorance was 
challenged, and my awareness was 
opened to the benefits of harm reduction. 
I realised there were two camps of 
people: those who demonised drugs 
and viewed them as a terrifying force, 
and those who thought drugs were a 
fun activity where there was absolutely 
no risk involved at all. Finding a balance 
between these camps, volunteering for 
KYSNZ was an immensely gratifying 
experience, where I worked alongside 
passionate and like-minded individuals 
who wanted to do their bit to contribute 
to this shift in our society. I met a range 

In its purest form, 
harm reduction 

accepts that 
people will do 

drugs regardless 
of legality and 

restrictions.

of unique people all accessing the 
service, many of whom challenged my 
perceptions on who a stereotypical drug 
user was, engaging in lively and rich 
conversation with them, and who were 
grateful to be able to use a free service 
like KYSNZ.

When writing this article, I reached 
out to Wendy Allison, the founder 
of KnowYourStuffNZ, who I had the 
pleasure of working alongside at 
festivals a number of times. Wendy 
is a strong visionary, who puts her 
amazing ideals into practice in a way 
that is transparent and straight to the 
point. I have never met someone who 
is as knowledgeable about policy, harm 
reduction, and drugs as Wendy. Creating 
the first drug testing organisation in 
New Zealand at a time when it wasn’t 
legal, with no funding, is no easy feat. 

I asked Wendy about what’s been 
happening in New Zealand with drug 
testing since the law change, and 
more specifically what the roles and 
responsibilities of university institutions 

should be when it comes to harm 
reduction. Wendy said “if a university 
has a duty of care for their students’ 
overall wellbeing, access to harm 
reduction service for those students 
who choose to use drugs are logical, 
reasonable, and pragmatic part of that.”  
As to why some institutions and sectors 
of the population would be slow to come 
around to the idea of drug testing as 
an integral component of drug testing, 
Wendy commented “many organisations 
fear reputational repercussions based 
on the incorrect notion that drug 
checking somehow condones or 
encourages drug use. Universities are 
somewhat answerable to the parents 
of their student body, and parents are 
often not familiar with harm reduction 
principles and how they work. Education 
on what harm reduction and drug 
checking achieves would be helpful for 
improving understanding and reducing 
stigma.” 

Wendy encourages students who are 
attending O-Week events at which 
KYSNZ is not at, to access the public 
clinics that KYSNZ may be putting on, 
or buy their own reagent tests from 
the Hempstore or Cosmic. She does 
however caution that reagent tests can 
only detect one thing and the colour 
change can mask more subtle changes 
that will show if another substance 
is present. KYSNZ advises still 
approaching the substance with caution 
after the reagent test. She finishes on 
this: “we encourage universities and 
student associations to work together 
to come up with solutions for drug 

checking, and we would like to extend 
an offer to facilitate and work with 
universities to provide this service 
for themselves, reducing reliance on 
KnowYourStuffNZ. We are a small, 
unfunded, grassroots organisation and 
simply cannot meet a skyrocketing 
demand - universities are in an ideal 
position to meet their own needs.” 

I’m very curious to see what the future 
of harm reduction will look like in New 
Zealand, and what institutions and 
groups will decide to become a part 
of the change. Gabor Maté, a leader 
in social change when it comes to 
drugs has stated “The War on Drugs 
is doomed to fail because neither the 
methods of war nor the war metaphor 
itself are appropriate to a complex social 
problem that calls for compassion, 
self-searching insight, and factually 
researched scientific understanding.” 
Choosing to turn a blind eye to our 
reality is only creating a bigger problem. 

*Prior to publishing Simon Bell, AUTSA's 
General Manager, would like to add a 
right of reply as follows: I would like to 
reassure AUT students, that AUTSA have 
always considered the AUTSA O-Week 
Events of low risk as regard drug use and 
harm, with no reportable incidents in the 
3 years I have been at AUT.

Editor's Note: Since the writing of this 
piece, KnowYourStuffNZ has reported 
around 40% of MDMA tested at O-Week 
events already underway contained 
harmful synthetic cathinone. This is more 
than double of what was recorded at last 
year's events.

It appeared that 
there had been 

no moves made to 
even do the bare 

minimum of inquiry 
into what harm 

reduction measures 
could be in place at 

O-Week.
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By Rebecca Zhong

AUTSA's newly appointed Academic Vice President, 
Michael Kanara, left the Student Representative Council 
(SRC) in 2020 due to a number of complaints towards 
both the SRC and AUTSA. He is not only back, but now 
sits in an even more high profile position. Debate talks to 
Kanara on why he chose to leave the SRC, and whether we 
can actually expect to see any tangible changes from our 
student association.

A quick scroll on Facebook and you’ll notice that AUTSA isn’t 
the most popular kid on the block. The comment sections are 
barren with the exception of that one oddball mature student 
who doesn’t let us forget that they’re “very disappointed 
with our services.” And apparently, our new academic Vice 
president feels the same way. 

Michael Kanara is our newly appointed Academic Vice 
President, elected alongside our Community Vice President 
Amandeep Singh. When asked to summarize himself in just a 
few words Michael said “I’m Māori, I’m mature and I care.” 

In a resignation letter dated 19th  August 2020, Michael Kanara 
left his positions as the Disabilities Affairs Officer, Te Ara 
Poutama Officer and one of the Business, Economics and Law 
roles at AUTSA. In his letter of resignation he indicated that 
this was due to a number of reasons including:

• Incompetency to the SRC meeting process 
• Incompetency to the AGM process 
• Incompetency to the electoral process 
• Incompetency to the financial process 
• Lack of communication across all AUTSA internally
• Lack of accountability for the above failures 

Disappointed with AUTSA during COVID? 
So was our AUTSA Vice President

In Kanara’s letter of resignation, he expressed that these 
sentiments are not unique to himself and are instead shared 
across a range of members within the SRC. In Kanara’s 
closing statement he says “until these factors are sorted out 
completely, I will be leaving my three roles vacant.” 

Kanara returned to the SRC in September, around the same 
time elections had started. Kanara did not speak on whether 
the issues raised were resolved. However, he did mention that 
after taking some time away he was led to believe that actions 
were going to be taken to ensure that these raised issues 
would be resolved at some point. When asked what led him 
to believe this Kanara said “that it was more in the way that 
people in leadership expressed their authenticity for change.”

In October, Kanara ran for the role of Academic Vice President 
where he came in second place with 144 votes, behind Makere 
Te Kahu Harariki Wallace-Ihakara receiving 227 votes. With 
Makere Te Kahu Harariki Wallace-Ihakara opting to become 
the Māori Affairs Officer, Kanara was declared Vice President 
(Academic) by default. 

As the Academic Vice president, Kanara’s concerns centre 
around academic success and retention. When we asked 
Kanara why he chose to leave the SRC he went on to say that 
last year was a tricky situation because of lockdown. Kanara 
echoes that he  wanted to make sure that the processes of 
AUTSA were still being followed and the reason  for his letter 

was to enhance that fact. He says that he has chosen to join 
AUTSA in a more high profile position this year as he wants to 
be “part of a solution not the problem.”

Kanara mentions that the biggest disappointment of AUTSA 
was the lack of communication and the failure to give updates 
on the lockdown situation. Kanara felt as if “students were 
supported during the first lockdown and the absence of that in 
the second lockdown was a concern.”

He says he was asked by quite a number of people to go for 
this role. He mentions that he was initially quite reluctant 
as he didn’t want the power to get to his head. However he 
recognises that he now has the power to address a lot of the 
failings of last year, which he believes is already beginning to 
show. When we asked Kanara in what ways can we see this 
change showing, he said that “this year we have the largest 
returning number of SRC members, sitting at three out of 22.” 
The three returning members are Kelsey Cornwaite, Sisifa Lui 
and Michael Kanara. 

Every year AUTSA echoes that their primary goal is to be the 
voice of students and to keep AUT accountable. However, 
some members of the student body remain skeptical. Kanara 
sits in the same boat as a number of these students, hesitant 
to believe that our student levy adequately reflects the services 
delivered. 

When we asked Kanara what tangible actions AUTSA are 
taking to alleviate the issues seen historically, he talked 
about transparency up and down, making sure that failings 
are learnt from, and making sure that those who do a good 
job are rewarded. And while all these things sound great in 
theory, what we are concerned about here at Debate is the 
implementation of accountability. What mechanisms are in 
place to keep AUTSA accountable and how can we ensure that 
our student levies are well spent? It’s good to see someone 
who shares the same concerns and intends to challenge 
AUTSA, however we will have to wait and see whether change 
occurs. 

Kanara mentions that the 
biggest disappointment 
of AUTSA was the lack of 
communication and the 
failure to give updates on 
the lockdown situation.
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The Not Like Other Girls The Summer Intern

The Woo GirlThe To Kill A Mockingbird

SWIPE RIGHT FOR AUCKLAND
Tinder, Bumble, Grindr, whatever your poison, Auckland seems to throw up the same kinds of people on 
repeat. Swipe through some of these familiar faces that you are bound to have swiped through before.

The “Have You Heard of 
MagicHollow?”
Probably from Kings College, definitely got the ‘rents 
card. Exclusively wears Tommy and Ralph Lauren but 
like, vintage.

The Waikato
Wait, do we not post pictures of us posing with dead 
animals and fish here? Oops didn’t get the memo lol 
#piewpiew

The Woo Girl
A staple, an icon and a legend. We all know the woo girl. 
Half of Tinder is the woo girl. Half of the bar you are in 
now is the woo girl. They are noisy and love to drink Pals 
and hit the 6am Body pump class at Les Mills. Catch you 
at Laneway ;)

The To Kill A Mockingbird
Rimless frames and a long black at Remedy is the only 
remedy this man needs. A delicate middle parting of 
his light brown hair and a light cardigan to combat an 
Auckland chill. A gentle man who will potentially use that 
gentleness to screw you over and then claim the victim. 

The Not Like Other Girls
No dresses here! I wear Dickies and Doc Martens stomp 
stomp stomp.

The Holistic
They won’t reply to you quickly, through no fault of their 
own (the reception can be patchy on their commune 
just west of Warkworth). Dressed head to toe in the 
appropriated cultures of others, this whitey looks tighty 
in their dreads and harem pants. Sunrise yoga and 
lentils? Namaste!

The Dub Head
Wub wub wub I can’t feel my gums!
 #NETSKY

The Summer Intern
A bunch of photos of me and my boys blowing off 
some steam after a hard summer of #grinding away at 
Deloitte/Russel Mcveagh thanks to my white privilege 
and executive father. Look at my coiffed hair and half 
unbuttoned dress shirt. Perfectly paired with these chino 
shorts for a day of animal abuse at the races! 

The Crystal Ball
Oh you’re a Sagittarius? Yeah sorry this ain’t gonna work. 
*Burns Sage*

The Vape Cloud
Literally just a cloud of vape... what do they look like? 
I don’t know. Is someone even there under all that 
blueberry mist? Well that’s all part of the MIST-ery :o

The Catch
Selfies, family photos, memories with friends, a great 
diversity of photos that all showcase a little slice of who 
I may be. DM me to find out more, let’s strike up some 
good conversation and then go on some dates. Tinder 
can be a really good platform and has helped form many 
great relationships, don’t hate. This could be the start 
of something special, and even if it’s not it could just be 
a really enjoyable time experiencing the joy of forming 
relationships and dating and forming connections and 
learning to grow from it all. But do be safe. Men can be 
really gross, and not just like farts and sweaty armpits 
and burps and all that, but like really gross. Men neeed 
better education around sex and consent and emotional 
intelligence and us men need to pick up our fucking 
game cause it isn’t hard to not be a fuck. And as shitty as 
it is that dating can be just as bad as it can be great, we 
need to make sure we are careful. Practice safe dating, 
don’t do any dodgy private meetups if something feels 
a little off. Tell people about your plans before you go. If 
things go further remember, consent is key.

By Debate Staff | Illustration by Yi Jong
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Low Impact 
Zone
WC202 
9am - 4pm
Tautoko’s All-Day 
free Breakfast, and 
boardgames

Campus Crawl
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 1pm
Spot our team on your 
campus giving away 
freebies and survival 
packs to welcome you 
to AUT! 

Social Zone
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 2pm
Make friends as you 
paint murals and pot 
plants

Live Zone
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 2pm
Vibe out with music from 
DJ Lenski and market 
stalls

Retro Fit Dance 
WB Dance Studio 
12pm - 1pm
AUT Gym

Gamer Zone
Vesbar 
12pm - Late
Enjoy free play arcade 
games and Vesbar 
specials

Pub Quiz
Vesbar 
From 6pm | R18
Get your squad 
together for this free 
Pub Quiz!

Low Impact 
Zone
WC202 
9am - 4pm
Tautoko’s All-Day 
free Breakfast, and 
boardgames
 

Retro Fit Dance 
WB Dance Studio 
12pm - 1pm
AUT Gym

Gamer Zone
Vesbar 
12pm - Late
Enjoy free play arcade 
games and Vesbar 
specials

Western Night
Hikuwai Plaza 
From 6pm
Welcome to the wild wild 
AUT family, mechanical 
bull included!

Morning Rave
WB Dance Studio 
7am - 9am
DJ Lenski, Breakfast 
& coffee provided

Low Impact 
Zone
WC202 
9am - 4pm
Tautoko’s All-Day 
free Breakfast, and 
boardgames

Retro Fit Dance 
WB Dance Studio 
12pm - 1pm
AUT Gym

Gamer Zone
Vesbar 
12pm - Late
Enjoy free play arcade 
games and Vesbar 
specials

Karaoke Night
Vesbar 
From 6pm | R18
Bring your mates and 
sing your heart out!

Low Impact 
Zone
WC202 
9am - 4pm
Tautoko’s All-Day 
free Breakfast, and 
boardgames

Social Zone
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 2pm
Make friends as you 
paint murals and pot 
plants

Clubs Day
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 2pm
Club info, live music, and 
performances

Social Sports
Hikuwai Plaza 
11am - 2pm
Pop up sports, Astro 
games, mechanical 
surf board, 2021 
Registrations

Hikuwai Hub
Hikuwai Plaza 
12pm - 1pm
Hikuwai Sounds info, 
ticket sales, uni survival 
packs 

Campus Kai
Hikuwai Plaza 
12pm - 1pm
Free food + ice cream to 
beat the heat!

Retro Fit Dance 
WB Dance Studio 
12pm - 1pm
AUT Gym

Gamer Zone
Vesbar 
12pm - Late
Enjoy free play arcade 
games and Vesbar 
specials
 

A Night of 
Wonder
Hikuwai Plaza 
From 6pm 
Live performances, 
games, food & fun!

Retro Fit Dance 
WB Dance Studio 
12pm - 1pm
AUT Gym
 
Hikuwai Sounds
Hikuwai Plaza 
From 5:30pm  
Sachi,  
Montell2099, 
Melodownz, Savage, 
Chaii, Valkyrie,  
Zeisha, Paighee, Krizto, 
and special guests!

EarlyBird 
(AUT Students) - $60

AUT Student - $75

Public tickets  - $90 

Door Sales - $100

VIP Tickets - $110
Access to our VIP area, 
private bar, free grazing 
boxes, separate toilets 
and meet & greets with 
Chaii, Zeisha & more!

Get tickets from 
Eventfinda.co.nz, more 
info at  
Hikuwaisounds.com

Mon 1 March Tue 2 March Wed 3 March Thu 4 March Fri 5 March

CITY CAMPUS

Mon 1 March Tue 2 March Wed 3 March Thu 4 March Fri 5 March

Chill Zone
AS Level 1, 10am - 3pm

Keen to just chill? Come along to our chill zone where there’ll be a jukebox, foosball, and more

Retro Fit Class
AUT Rec Centre, 12pm - 1pm

Get your steps up by joining the AUT North Gym for a free retro fit class!

Social Sport
Awataha Plaza 

11am - 3pm
Pop up sports, Astro 
games, mechanical 

surf board, 2021 
Registrations

Clubs Day
Awataha Plaza & 

AF Foyer 
11am - 2pm
Club info and 

recruitment, live music, 
and performances

Campus Kai
Awataha Plaza 

12pm - 1pm
Free food as well as ice 
cream to beat the heat!

Tue 2 March

Hikuwai Hub
Awataha Plaza 

12pm - 1pm
Hikuwai Sounds info, 
ticket sales, and sur-

vival packs to get you 
thru uni

Gamer Zone
AS Level 1 

10am - 4pm
Sega Mega Drive, PS4, 
Xbox 360, Atari Flash-
back & Nintendo Mini

Mon 1 March Tue 2 March Wed 3 March Thu 4 March Fri 5 March

Chill Zone
ME109, 10am - 3pm

Keen to just chill? Come along to our chill zone where there’ll be a jukebox, foosball

Wed 3 March

Mon 1 March

Campus Crawl
AUT South Campus

Spot our team on your campus giving away freebies and survival packs to welcome you to AUT 2021!

NORTH CAMPUS

SOUTH CAMPUS

Head to www.autsa.org.nz for more info

Mon 1 March

Campus Crawl
AUT North Campus

Spot our team on your campus giving away freebies and survival packs to welcome you to AUT 2021!

AUTSA Activation Zone
AUT South Malae | 11am - 2pm

Campus Kai, Gamer Zone, Clubs Day, Social Sports, Hikuwai Hub
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Student life can be tough, which is why we search the city for goodies and treats that 
make life just that bit easier. Like the look of something? Email our editor at 
rzhong@aut.ac.nz and tell us your favourite thing about your O-Week plans.

Giveaways

Hot 
Choccy

Ever want to drink chocolate guilt 
free? Good Fortune takes pride 
in looking after their dedicated 

farmers, roasters and stories that 
encompass their brand. Made 
in small town Petone, why not 

support businesses that do good 
while tucking into a hot choccy 

your next study break. 

Get 
Caffeinated!
Supreme is a staple for anyone 
who loves a good coffee. This 
signature espresso blend is 

enjoyed all across New Zealand. 
Perfect for making sure you make 

that 9am lecture.

Munch
Time

Is there anything that brings 
greater joy than a Cookie Time 

box?This collectable Kiwiana tin 
is home to some of Cookie Time’s 

most popular goodies. 

Unity
Books

Escape the mundane reality of 
uni with a good ol' book. Debate 

has one $20 Unity Books voucher 
to give away this week. 

Get
Moody

Practice mindfulness with this 
mood journal. This book gives 
you daily questions for you to 
reflect, journal and become 

conscious of you moods, sleep 
and overall hauora. 

Wrap 
It

This limited edition food wrap 
by Evie Kemp X Honeywrap is 
perfect for wrapping up any 

goodies to take to uni. Ditch the 
plastic! 
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A Comprehensive Review of the 
To All the Boys I’ve 

Loved Before
Franchise

By Dani Molloy And Rebecca Zhong

In 2018, Netflix introduced us to Lara 
Jean Song Covey, a sixteen-year-old 
girl who experiences romance through 
books rather than her real life. Lara Jean 
writes secret love letters to boys she’s 
had crushes on, assuming they’ll never 
read them. One day, her letters get out 
and Lara Jean finds herself thrust into 
the world of boys, dating and Noah 
Centineo’s Netflix rom-com career. 

Note for the reader: This review contains 
extensive spoilers for all three films. So 
if for some reason you’re reading this 
without having seen the films, you’re not 
missing much.

To All the Boys I’ve 
Loved Before
The only one where Lara Jean’s social life 
relies on the actions of a nine-year-old.

Dani: This movie would be exactly the 
same if Lara Jean wrote one secret love 
letter to Peter Kavinsky and nobody else. 
Peter still would have wanted to use her 
as a fake girlfriend to make Gen jealous 
and she still could have made friends 

with her gay sidekick who’s name 
nobody remembers. Why is Josh even in 
this movie? As the ex-boyfriend of Lara 
Jean’s sister who Lara Jean has secretly 
been in love with for years, Josh should 
be a lot more interesting than he is. He 
poses no major threat to Lara Jean and 
Peter’s relationship. Besides, Gen is 
already acting as an obstacle preventing 
Lara Jean from being with Peter so Josh 
just shows how bad Lara Jean is at any 
form of communication. 

Rebecca: I wish I had a film like this 
growing up. As a Chinese woman, I’ve 
always just seen people that look like 
me be the quirky best friend or the 
nerdy classmate. While we provide 
comedic relief we rarely do anything 
more. To see Lara Jean as the leading 
female protagonist was overwhelmingly 
gratifying for me. Lara Jean’s ethnicity is 
never made the central plot or narrative 
of the story, instead it simply acts as a 
backdrop. I remember after the film was 
released a few of my pākehā friends 
wanted to try Yakult (because Peter 
Kavinsky now wanks on about it), so 
I took them to the local Asian grocery 
store. During our trip we bought a 
number of Asian snacks, the same 

snacks that I used to be so embarrassed 
of having in my lunchbox in primary. 
I’ll be honest the movie itself was 
kinda ehh, but it was nice to see some 
representation in mainstream media. 

To All the Boys: P.S. I 
Still Love You
The one where we all collectively fall 
in love with John Ambrose, and Peter 
Kavinsky starts to resemble a thumb.

Dani: Why do all of Lara Jean’s ex-
lovers disappear after their movie 
of significance? Josh is absent from 
this film with no explanation, despite 
finishing the first movie as her close 
friend and next-door neighbour, which 
proves how irrelevant he was in the first 
place. But does he move away? Does he 
reschedule his life around minimising 
interaction with Lara Jean? The same 
fate befalls John Ambrose after he’s 
rejected outside the rest home and then 
never seen again. But where could he 
possibly go after that? Does he have 
to go back to serving punch to a room 
full of elderly folk who just saw him get 
rejected? Honestly, I’d skip the country 
– and the third movie – too if I had to 
endure that embarrassment. 

Rebecca: John Ambrose is the 
physical embodiment of who 18 year 
old Rebecca thought she would fall in 
love with the moment she walked into 
her English lit class. Instead, the boys I 
met in university stunk of privilege and 
were only here as a passing stop before 
they got access to daddy’s trust fund. 
Let’s be honest, the two are just on the 
same wavelength. In P.S. I Still Love You 
Lara’s growing insecurity over Peter’s 
ex-girlfriend really starts to take a toll 
on their relationship. Lara Jean *pops 
on my BA hat* is blinded by fantasy, 
everything about John Ambrose makes 
for a perfect romance, their first kiss is 
literally straight out of a fairy tale. By 
choosing Peter, I guess Lara Jean is 
choosing a relationship that’s rooted 
in reality? Nah fuck it...I still choose 
Ambrose. 

To All the Boys: 
Always and Forever
The one where Lara Jean really pulls 
out the “but I’m not like other girls” 
equivalent for her and Peter Kavinsky’s 
relationship. 

Dani: How the hell does Peter get into 
Stanford? We don’t even know what 
he wants to study. Honestly, American 
universities make no sense. With Peter 
headed to Stanford and Lara Jean still 
uncertain, he repeatedly assumes that 
she’ll want to go to Berkeley to be at his 
beck and call. However, three movies 
in, Lara Jean has learnt to think for 
herself (shocking!) and decides that 
she wants to go to New York University 
instead. This leads to obvious tension, 
but why does Peter talk about breaking 
up at PROM? Don’t they still have the 
whole summer to spend together? 
At least in High School Musical they 
explained the premature college-related 
conversations as being due to Gabriella 
leaving for a fictional freshman honours 
program that ran over summer. Peter, 
on the other hand, is just breaking up 
with Lara Jean to be manipulative. I 
wouldn’t be surprised if we got a fourth 
movie where Lara Jean falls for a quirky 
film student at NYU and suspects 
Peter of cheating on her with a blonde 
cheerleader. Troy Bolton would never. 

Rebecca: I was excited for Lara Jean 
to explore her cultural identity and 

disconnect from Korea. But after five 
minutes of generic Seoul skylines 
we were back to America, never to 
mention Korea again. We did however 
get a 30 second monologue of Lara 
Jean telling Peter “how strange it was 
to have people talk to her in Korean 
and for her to not understand.” I guess 
that was all Netflix needed to get that 
intersectionality tick? We then spend 
the next hour and a bit building up the 
narrative that even if you love someone, 
sometimes you have to let that person 
go. Lara Jean realises her future lies 
away from Peter and Stanford and her 
desire to grow and discover herself and 
the world is all then brought crumbling 
down when she signs a contract to 
promise to stay with Peter via long 
distance. The movie then closes with 
the romantic notion that other long 
distance relationships fail because 
they just don’t love each other enough, 
dismissing the much healthier narrative 
of growth and independence and 
maybe that loving someone doesn’t 
mean holding them back. But hey, we’re 
not like other couples.
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The Pilot
An expert in flight. Gets as close as possible to you before 
veering off. Precision and power. Often considered the most 
impressive of the pigeons.

The Drunk Pilot 
Unlike its sober counterpart, this pigeon is like the GP 
to your heart surgeon. He had high hopes but ultimately 
settled for mediocrity. No fancy manoeuvre here, this 
feathery fella is often found landing firmly on the hoods of 
cars and knocking into street signs. 

The Cannibal
We all love a fried chicken shop to close out our night, and 
pigeons are no different. Often seen coated in the fried skin 
and grease of its feathered cousins, adorning it like a cape 
across their back. These pigeons have a certain twitch and 
itch that only comes from feasting on the scraps of, well, 
bird.

The City Slicker
Why are the city birds so oily? But not in a good way. 

By Andrew Broadley | Illustration by Yi Jong

A city is only as great as its pigeons, and if Auckland’s pigeons are anything to go by, Auckland 
isn’t so great. I now live in the central city and one of the first things I noticed was how manky the 
birds seem to be. They are hardened from a life lived in such close proximity to humans and cars 
and shops that sell the battered carcass of their cousins, the chicken, and it shows. It did get me 
thinking about all the different feathery friends I have seen on my journeys, so here’s a little list of 
all the pigeons you can expect to see.

Pigeons of Auckland City
A comprehensive guide The Ponsonby (extinct)

Pigeons? In Ponsonby? Please we only have Tui birds here.

The Karangahape 
Most commonly seen outside Verona nibbling away on the buds of 
leftover darts and fluttering through vape clouds. Can’t be good for 

their little lungs but at least they look cool.

The Bouncer
This one has been hogging all the food scraps and it shows. Broad 

shoulders and a wide set waist make for an intimidatingly large 
bird that shows no fears from challengers, whether bird or human. 

Rumoured to be descendants of the mighty moa.

The Wellingtonian
Less of a wind swept bird and more of a wind rattled one. 
Feathers dry and fraying and jutting in all directions. All that 
effort doing their feathers before they left home, and for what?

The Great Northern Migration
No NX1 needed for these brave birdies. They have traversed 
the gridlocked Auckland Harbour Bridge, they have braved 
the winds that have been known to take down even large 
vehicles (never forget the time wind brought Auckland to a 
standstill) and they have found themselves north of the city. 
Many can be found happily enjoying scraps around Northcote 
and Birkenhead, but for the marathon enthusiasts that find 
themselves further north the true rewards can be found.

The De(ven)portee
Much like diversity, pigeons are not very welcome here.
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Auckland’s creative scene has evolved over the years. As New Zealand’s most diverse city, each year Auckland sees a new 
wave of creatives that challenge pre-existing ideals while experimenting with new stories and narratives. There’s a great 
network of young artists in Tāmaki Makaurau so we thought we would show a bit of love to some of our local creatives. 

Making Way For Tāmaki 
Makaurau’s Emerging Creatives

hans.

hans. is an Auckland based artist who 
first moved to Kerikeri from Seoul, 
South Korea. Primarily focused on 
conscious rap with strong influence 
by Mac Miller, hans. caught the 
attention of many with his full band 
Mac Miller tribute in 2020. hans. has 
played alongside artists such as 
Rejjie Snow and Billie Eilish, and even 
performed in SXSW2019. In addition 
to performing, hans.  has a strong 
interest in supporting Korean culture 
and creatives, helping organising ‘to 
and fro,’ a Korean creative exhibition in 
late 2020. 

BB gurl

Describing themselves as “Transcore 
Cyberpunk Bitch Music,”  BB gurl 
delivers high energy music to take you 
into your night out. With hints of Charli 
XCX and PC Music style production, 
you can expect bright and creative 
production with soaring digitally altered 
vocals. Their latest track “Get It Get 
It” is a high energy single, revving 
through all the doubts and questions of 
relationship turmoil. 

Alyssa Medel 

As an emerging creative working in 
both screen and theatre, Alyssa is 
passionate about the relationship 
between visual storytelling and its 
ability to centre voices that have 
historically been subjugated and 
marginalised. Alyssa is particularly 
interested in uplifting the Pan-Asian 
arts scene, where she is most notably 
active in the Filipino arts community. 

Sara.and.misc

Sara is an Auckland based graphic 
designer and illustrator with a knack for 
adding a bit of fun in her creations. She 
currently runs an Etsy store where she 
produces retro stickers that are perfect 
for adding a little bit of personality on 
your laptop or reusable bottle. 

Catalina Nuñez-
Elevancini

Catalina is a graphic designer, 
illustrator, zine lover and overall 
creative. While she’s fresh to the scene, 
Catalina is already getting recognised 
for her illustrative skills and playful 
aesthetic. Debate’s Social Media 
Manager Nam would also like to add 
that she has excellent taste in memes 
on the pulse of gen z. 

yölk

yölk is a creative space run by Alyssa 
Puo and Gwen Lin. Through yölk the 
two have created a nurturing space 
for budding Pan-Asian creatives in 
Aotearoa to connect, create and 
collaborate. Just a few weeks ago, the 
two organized YÖLKFEST, a place to 
not only share and celebrate art, but to 
share and celebrate the folks behind 
the art. 
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I like to think I’m pretty cool, but as much as 
it hurts to acknowledge, I’m no fresher. I’m 
not even a second or third year. And as my 
insecurity grows I have gotten desperate, 
enlisting the help of some incoming and 
outgoing freshers to tell me what’s cool in 
2021. So don’t take my advice, take theirs.

Q: Alright, I’ve enrolled at AUT, 
what am I here to study? Am I 
an edgy fine arts student or a 
Kings College graduate destined 
for a summer internship with 
Russell McVeagh?

Sarah: It’s AUT, I thought we were all 
studying Comms?

Tom: Yeah I do Comms too... 

Debate: I didn’t really think this through, 
okay well, pretend we are at UoA and this is 

Craccum (they would never resort to such 
shoddy journalism).

Tom: I mean comms girls are cool...
Debate: Oh...

Hazel: I am studying law, which I think 
is cool if you’re a female, as more 
representation in these roles is awesome, if 
you're a Kings College boy maybe not. I do 
like a softboi though so I’d be down for fine 
arts or design.

Q: When I was at uni, I didn’t 
go to classes before 12pm. I was 
probably hungover so just didn’t 
show up to morning lectures. 
Would this be seen as cool, or 
are the youth into trying now?
 
Sarah: I mean 12 seems a bit late. I get that 
an 8AM class can be hard but yeah...

The Students Become the Masters
The freshers tell Debate Magazine what’s cool
By Andrew Broadley

Tom: I go to basically all my classes, but 
that’s also to hang out with mates. With all 
the lockdowns a lot of classes have been 
online anyway so no real excuse not to go.
Debate: I mean 8AM is still 8AM...

Tom: Yeah true, I mean if it’s recorded then 
whatever, otherwise just get up and go.

Hazel: Yeah like I’m sure I’ll skip a few 
classes, but having a policy is definitely not 
cool. I think young people in general care 
a lot more now and are a lot more involved 
in what’s happening in the world, and that 
probably extends to how we approach 
university to some extent.

Q: I studied in Wellington 
where it was pretty common to 
flat. Auckland is a bit different, 
are people fine with staying 
home or should I get my own 
place so I can throw parties?

Sarah: It’s definitely cool to live in a flat, but 
if it’s really gross then it’s also a pretty quick 
turnoff.

Tom: I was in halls last year which was 
awesome, apart from COVID fucking it up, 
and this year a few mates and I have a flat. 
I'm definitely excited. 
 
Hazel: Yeah I am in halls this year and like 
I’m expecting it to be pretty shit in terms of 
actually living, but it’s fun and a great way 
to meet people. If you do stay home it’s not 
the end of the world, it saves money and 
you can always find friends with places.

Sarah: But if you’re asking in terms of like 
impressing girls or whatever...

Debate: Of course. 
 
Sarah: Then yeah a flat helps.

Q: During my time flatting at 
uni I had a mattress on the floor, 
and at one stage I had a mattress 
on some pallets. One thing I 
never had was a bed base, is this 
still cool?

Sarah: I know you get a lot of shit for 
thinking some trashy dude with a mattress 
on the floor is cool, but I do sort of like it. 
But like I said, if his place is really gross it’s 
a no, so you can have a bed on the floor 
but your place has to be somewhat clean. 
Pallets though I dunno, they would have to 
be proper nice ones. 
 
Debate: I got mine from the back of a 
Bunnings? 
 
Sarah: Yeah, no...

Tom: My mum let me take my bed base 
so I’m sorted, but they are expensive so 
it makes sense a lot of people don’t have 
one. 

Hazel: I used to fangirl over the whole 
wooden floor bed on the ground thing. 
Now I'd probably go for something like a 
futon or a low base as opposed to straight 
on the ground. But it all depends, if the flat 

is gross then a bed on the floor is gross.

Q: Okay it’s Friday night, what 
am I drinking?
 
Sarah: Probably Pals.

Tom: A bottle of cheap wine is efficient, 
but recently I’ve gotten pretty into Part 
Time Rangers.

Hazel: Yeah Pals usually.

Debate: Okay so basically we are going 
low carb. I also recently got into Pals. 
 
Tom: Yeah I think way more guys are kinda 
over the whole I have to drink beer not 
‘bitch drinks’ thing.

Debate: Guys have realised being bloated 
isn’t manly? 
 
Tom: Something like that.

Q: What am I wearing?

Sarah: I still want to be comfortable. Some 
girls just look so cold! A vintage tee or 
crop, with some jeans and some Nikes are 
what I tend to go for. 

Tom: Yeah Nikes are definitely the big 
thing right now. Some Dunks or Jordans. 
It’s pretty easy for guys, like jeans and a 
tee or maybe a shirt over top.

Hazel: Yeah I’d just say no heels, the pain 

isn’t worth it. Streetwear is the big thing 
now though I would go more for Docs, 
comfortable and easy to clean off gross 
club floor ‘stick.’ I think dresses are cute 
still.

Q: Here I am in uni with a 
group of my mates, rate our fits. 

Sarah: Do you have stretchers?

Debate: Yeah...

Tom: I mean you guys are pretty much all 
just rocking the unbuttoned shirt over the 
T-shirt which is still pretty common, maybe 
just a slightly outdated version?

Hazel: Yeah could be worse... You guys 
do sort of look like those awkward dudes 
who are too old to be in the club and wear 
like those slip on leather shoes with blue 
jeans...

Debate: Hey my jeans were black!
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Q: Where am I going? Teacups 
at Casette?

Sarah: I wasted so much money on those! 
Definitely a rip off.

Tom: Neck of the Woods is good.

Hazel: Bar 101 is what a lot of people talk 
about. Personally it’s not my favourite...

Debate: More infamous than anything else 
right? 
 
Hazel: Yeah basically.

Q: When I was in uni, smoking 
was pretty big. So what are we 
doing now? Smoking? Vaping? 
Or staying in the club because 
our lungs are healthy and 
we don’t need a break from 
dancing?
 
Sarah: Vaping is definitely popular, 
personally I don’t.

Tom: Yeah most my mates vape and a 
few smoke. It’s quieter out in the smoking 
area and feels like a natural way to start up 
conversation.

Hazel: Smoking is definitely dying off. I 
know a lot of older people think vaping is 
stupid unless you were a smoker and it’s 
helped you quit, which I get. It seems like a 
lot of people who never smoked now vape, 
but you can also look at it as a lot of people 
who would have started smoking didn’t.

Debate: That’s true, though smokers don’t 
usually light up between bites of food or in 
the bathroom.

Hazel: I mean I don't either, but I get your 
point. Vapers tend to go way harder than 
smokers.

Sarah: Yeah it’s like weirdly acceptable just 
to fucking vape everywhere.

*Debate comment: Smoking is bad, vaping 
is bad, don’t do it.

Q: I’m not from Auckland, so all 
this DnB shit confuses me. Am 
I lame?

Sarah: Yes.

Tom: I don’t listen to it like by myself on a 
Sunday afternoon or anything, but if you’re 
at a houseparty it goes pretty hard. It’s also 
in a lot of the clubs now so it’s fun for a 
night out.

Hazel: I’m definitely not into it either, but 
if you are asking me what’s cool then yeah 
DnB is the popular choice, though popular 
doesn’t necessarily mean cool.

Q: What are students eating 
now? Are we all vegan or are we 
hitting up Sensational Chicken 
between lectures?

Sarah: I actually am vegan! It’s fine if you’re 
not, but I think people should be conscious 
of their environmental impact.

Tom: I’ve never been to Sensational 
Chicken but I’ve heard about it!

Hazel: I’m not really into fried chicken, 
definitely not vegan though. But I do try to, 
like, to be mindful of my meat intake and 
stuff.

Sarah: Yeah like do what works for you, but 
even small changes are good.

Tom: A few of my guy mates are vegetarian 
and stuff.
Debate: So people are more aware of it, 
but also a bit more chill and understanding. 

Small changes are accepted as opposed to 
“you’re vegan or evil.”

Sarah: Nah I hate you all.

Q: So soy flat white or?

Sarah: I prefer oat, or even almond. But a 
lot of places still only do soy which is fine.

Tom: Yeah I actually tend to go for a soy flat 
white just because that’s like what people 
seemed to go for, gotta fit in.

Hazel: I usually go for black coffee, but if I 
do get milk I'll go for a plant based one.

Q: Okay so picture this: I come 
into your lecture, a few minutes 
late, and sit down next to you in 
the only vacant seat. I have an 
oat milk flat white, a fresh pair 
of Jordans and Netsky can be 
faintly heard as I remove my 
airpods. Are we mates?
 
Sarah: Uhh...

Hazel: Are you fresher in this scenario? 
 
Debate: Yeah I mean I guess if I am in the 
same class as you, probably. 

Tom: You can be a fresher and old though.

Debate: Am I old? Let’s pretend we are the 
same age in this scenario.

Sarah: Na you’re late so we wouldn’t be 
mates.

Hazel: I don’t really like DnB.

Tom: Yeah, sure...
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OH no!
YOUR  
FORGOT

PILL?

ASK YOUR GP ABOUT
LONG-ACTING REVERSIBLE 
CONTRACEPTION TODAY.

FORGET THE REGRETS

to call 
FORGOT 

Mum?

ASK YOUR GP ABOUT
LONG-ACTING REVERSIBLE 
CONTRACEPTION TODAY.

OH WELL.




